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• Professor at Finland Futures Research 
Centre
• Professor in Turku Complex Systems 
Institute
• Unesco chair in learning society and 
futures of education

• Senior Vice President/head of strategic 
research at Allianz SE / Munich, Germany 
from Dec 2007 to Nov 2009

• President of two foundations
• Partner in several start-up companies
• Member of the Club of Rome

• Books, articles, interviews, TV-
programs…

Who am I? Futures research over 20 years…
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1st Kondratieff 
1780‐1830 Steam 

2nd Kondratieff 
1830‐1880 
Railway, steel

3rd Kondratieff 
1880‐1930 
Electrification,
chemicals

4th Kondratieff 
1930‐1970 
Automobiles,
petrochemicals

5th Kondratieff 
1970‐2010 
ICT

6th Kondratieff 
2010‐2050
Intelligent 
technologies

Panic of 1837
1837‐1843

Long depression
1873‐1879

Great depression
1929‐1939

1st and 2nd oil crisis
1974‐1980

Financial crisis
2008‐20xx

K-Wave pattern over industrial times

Rolling 10-year return on the S&P 500 since January 1814 till December 2016 (In 
%p.a.). Source Datastream, Bloomberg, Helsinki Capital partners (illustration), Markku 
Wilenius

Understanding the past provides the key
to see the future







We are probably going towards very different
kind of	growth model…

Source: OECD



While we can expect the weight of OECD to 
diminish…

Lähde: OECD



Source:	WEF	2016	Digital	Media	and	Society – Implications in	a	Hyperconnected Era

We are going to	get much more connected in	the	
next 20	years time….	



…Why resource efficiency is a key 
trend?
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Resource prices have increased significantly since the turn of the century

SOURCE: Grilli and Yang; Pfaffenzeller; World Bank; International Monetary Fund; Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development statistics; Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations; UN Comtrade; McKinsey 
Global Institute analysis 

1 Based on arithmetic average of four commodity sub-indexes: food, non-food agricultural items, metals, and energy.
2 Data for 2015 calculated as averages for the first 3 months of the year

McKinsey Commodity Price Index1

Real price index: 100 = years 1999–20012

World War I

Postwar
depression

Great
Depression

World War II
1970s oil shock

Turning 
point in 
price trend

Heavy volatility in prices but upward trend may still be there….



Evidence from the recent past extending to future…



4oC Implications

Palmer Drought Index
0.5 to -0.5 is normal

Source: Drought Under Global Warming, NCAR, October 2010

- 4 is extreme drought - 6 is exceedingly rare

And holds also true with water…



Regional distribution of the frequency of extremely hot months (“5σ-months”) in a 4°C world ( June, July and August between 2080 and 2100). 
The color coding indicates the percentage of months which are hotter than today by five standard deviations (5C) – those heat extremes would
be virtually absent without climate change. On one end of the color scale is dark blue (0%-10% of all months are hotter by five σ); on the other
end dark red (90%-100% of all months are hotter by 5C. Source: Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research

The dramatic warming of the climate by the end of this century …



Distribution of global carbon emissions over the world population (grouped in countries and ranked by their wealth). The left part of the curve is “flat”, 
indicating that the bottom billion contributes virtually nothing to global warming. Also, the lower income groups contribute little to global emissions on 
average. The right part of the curve is “steep”, indicating how much more the lifestyle of the average individual in rich countries contributes to the total
global problem.  Data sources: CDIAC for emissions and Penn World Tables 8.0 for GDP and population. Not for all countries was the necessary data 
available, hence the difference to the actual world population number of more than seven billion people. Source: Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact
Research.

Human/Carbon interaction



Global-mean surface temperature evolution from the Last Glacial maximum through the Holocene, based on paleoclimatic proxy data (13, 14) (light gray), 
instrumental measurements since 1750 AD (HadCRUT data, black) and different global warming scenarios for the future (see 15 for the latter). Threshold
ranges for crossing various tipping points where major subsystems of the climate system are destabilized. Source: Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact
Research

The long view of global warming



We know the answer…

LSource:	Philip	Schoeller/CoR



World Energy Outlook

4 Saudi Arabias
are required by
2035 to just
maintain current
supply !
- highly unlikely!!

Source: World Energy Outlook 2010, International Energy Agency

…Even if not currently apparent, cheap oil 
heads onits way to extinction…



Even	Trump is	not able to	turn this tide….



This is	the ultimate	sign of	the change of	our
times…

©	Philipp A.	Schoeller



Fundamental changes comes with AI	
revolution…

What the research says:
• 47%	US	middle class jobs

jobs will be gone in	next 10-
20	years…(Frey&Osborne)

• Every five typical jobs for	
women will be replaced by
only one job (WEF	2017)
– Like	biz administration

What the robots say:



Technology 
revolution

Physical

Biological Digital+AI

Social

With	the	help	of	all these transformations…



Distributed labour markets Distributed energy solutions

Distributed financial markets Distributed organizations

Distributed 
intelligence will win
in the sixth wave

Complexity
suggests
distributed
practices



Know-how in 
individual companies

and processes
Smaller production

teams
More complex work
profiles/environment

The growing role of 
personal skills

The continuous rise
of quality

requirements in 
production

Rapid aging of 
technical

qualifications

Simultanoeus fast
learning and 

dismantling of old
learning

Defined tasks
disappear as content
of the work changes

rapidly

Needed: new modes
of organization

Example: changes in working
life



Source:	WEF	2016	Digital	Media	and	
Society – Implications in	a	

Hyperconnected Era

For	us	human
beings,	learning
new,	using our
creativity and	
having impact
are the	most
important
factors



Using intelligence
in ways running

our organizations
is the key…



There is	a	whole new	
world opening up



How	does intelligent cities look	like?

Walking space



First we need to rethink the city in terms of the
mobility…



To spread the city center…



And making it work for all incomers…



More bikes than cars please
(like in Copenhagen)



Turku Market Square in the winter

Do we want this…?



Or this…?



In the summer time too…



Future of	Turku	one day,	hopefully….



How	everything is	different and	still the same after 100	years….





Growth	of	Goods	
Exports	in	Industrial	
Countries	2008	→

2016

percent

Our last 10	years have not been very good to	us….

Source:	IMF	data



We have brought new platform economy in	Turku	region….



Forming a	dynamic ecosystem for	the future…



Three	bright cases for	the next 100	years:

Energy,	materials &human resource efficiency in	action



Energy Saving Solutions

1.	Energy	Resource	efficiency in	action



Energy saving case examples

1. Hospital wastewater heat recovery
– waste heat from instrument cleaning facility wastewater is utilized

to preheat domestic hot water

2. Industrial laundry waste heat recovery
– heat recovery from wastewater and flash steam reduces natural

gas consumption of the plant

3. Municipal wastewater treatment plant heat
recovery

– waste heat from treated wastewater is utilized to heat the building 
with heat pump, reducing oil consumption

4. Industrial cooling and heating with a hybrid heat
pump

– Waste heat from process cooling is utilized to plant heating



Smart energy saving investment FINESS ESCO

● Finess Energy implements and finances 
the energy-saving investment on a 
turnkey basis

● The customer pays back the investment 
in accordance with the savings achieved

● When the investment is fully paid for by 
savings, all the savings will come to the 
customer in full



TRACK & RENT PLATFORM

2.	Material resource efficiency in	action



TRACK AND RENT 
ALL ASSETS – ANYWHERE – 24/7



CAPITALISING	ON	
TWO	MEGATRENDS:

INTERNET	OF	THINGS
&

SHARING	ECONOMY



VALUE	FOR	THE	CUSTOMER

SERVICE	
DELIVERE

D
BASED	ON	
CUSTOME

R
NEEDS

§ COMMON	POOL	OF	EQUIPMENT=	ROI	IMPROVES

§ USAGE	RATES	UP	- LOSS	RATES	DOWN	=	MORE	EBIT

§ ALL	ASSETS	MANAGED	IN	ONE	SYSTEM	=	SPARE	OF	TIME

§ LIFECYCLE	MANAGEMENT	=	LESS	NEW	INVESTMENTS

§ OPTIMIZED	AND	COST-EFFECTIVE	RENTALS

§ NEW	REVENUE	BY	RENTING	OUT	OWN	ASSETS

§ CONNECTS OWNERS	AND	USERS

§ eCOMMERCE SOLUTION	FOR	THE	RENTAL	INDUSTRY

EQUIPMENT	
TRACKING	
&
LICECYCLE	
MANAGEMENT

EQUIPMENT	
RENTAL



3.	Human	resource efficiency in	action



Mariachi	Oy

u Private	Finnish	technology company based in	Turku,	Finland
u Development	and	contract	manufacturing	of

advanced	devices	or	instruments	for	professional	use
u Customers	are	suppliers	of	medical	devices,	industrial

systems	and	information	technology
u 44	person	/	5,8	M€	turnover /	2%	EBIT	(2016)



Mariachi	Kasvattamo®	- program

Infra

Finance model

Growth 
program

Business model 

Enterprise Ltd.

Exit

Design

NPI Manufacturing

After	Sales

Analysis

Pass

No fit

KASVATTAMO



Kasvattamo	offering

u Business	analysis	and	planning
u Support	in	organizing	the	start-up
u Legal	and	accounting	counseling
u Product	development,	NPI,	manufacturing	and	maintenance
u Marketing	channels
u Contract	manufacturing	and	other	networks
u Working	space	and	other	infrastructure
u Help	in	finding	financing	



The value-added for our economy will
come from understanding the flows…



Patterns of the Future explains the current world using the 
theory of long-term development waves (Kondratiev waves). 
Markku Wilenius, Professor of Futures Studies, argues that we are 
now entering the sixth wave: the age of intelligent, integrated technologies, helping to 
restore the balance between humans, technology and nature by radically improved 
material and energy efficiency and a wiser use of human potential. 
The unfolding sixth wave will challenge our current values, institutions and business 
models. Using a systems-based approach, Patterns of the Future analyses how 
corporations and the public sector can navigate in the sixth wave. Case studies look at 
specific examples of this, using high-profile companies to demonstrate both the best- 
(and worst-) case scenarios of innovation for change.  
This book spans concepts from multiple disciplines in the social sciences, making it 
relevant not only to undergraduate and graduate students in futures studies, environ-
mental studies, economics, and business, but also national policymakers, think tanks, 
corporate operators and indeed for any one seriously interested in the future.

PATTERNS OF THE FUTURE
Understanding the Next Wave of Global Change

Markku Wilenius
Foreword by Tarja Halonen

ISBN 978-1-78634-287-4World Scientific
www.worldscientific.com
Q0083 hc

PATTERNS OF THE FUTURE
Understanding the Next Wave of Global Change
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In my just published book you will find some more: 



<

Thank you for your attention!

markku.wilenius@utu.fi


